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Ukraine, the rich dish of the United States 
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The negotiations for a ceasefire in Ukraine do not seem to be about to be born, but in fact 

everyone knows that for some time the United States, faced with the military and financial 

unsustainability of the confrontation between Ukraine and Russia, has given the green 

light to the CIA to start negotiations with various mediations, most recently that of India. 

Is there reason to be confident that negotiations will be opened? The entire political and 

media system is betting on its impracticability, although in some lucid moments it sees its 

improbability, given that Kiev is at the limit and European finances even more. In decisive 

support of a hypothesis that would like to see the end of the war in April, news of absolute 

interest now arrives. 

The largest hedge fund in the world, Blackrock, whose weight is given by the volume of 

its business (eight billion dollars in portfolio) and His recognized influence on American 

politics, works in fund-raising for the post-reconstruction of Ukraine war. The most 

modest estimates to lift the country They amount to 350,000 million dollars, while the 

most high reach one billion. 

For Blackrock, would be one of the most colossal operations of this Faced with this 

perspective, there is no ideological flare American to resist him. 

Yes This were to happen, it would represent a new application on the terrain of the 

strategy of "strike and terrorize", which later it would become "destroy and rebuild", 

started with the first Iraq war. The strategy goes through the destruction of countries 

hostile to Washington, which not only Get rid of political adversaries who question its 

legitimacy to dominate the world at its sole convenience, but produces First a great benefit 
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for the war industry, central steering wheel of the American economy, and then an equally 

big business for the reconstruction of what was previously destroyed. 

Of Fact, the end of hostilities always closes with an agreement that favors U.S. mining and 

construction companies, to which are then added juicy contracts that the Pentagon signs 

with mercenary companies responsible for monitoring civilian personnel and American 

diplomat during the years of reconstruction. Gravediggers become doctors: yesterday's 

TNT is It becomes the cement of tomorrow. 

The The strategy of "destroying and rebuilding" is therefore bearer of great economic 

successes, as well as geopolitical, for the United States, and it is precisely linked to 

successes Washington military. In fact, it has only failed in Afghanistan. and Syria, where 

the United States has made a mess and sown the minefield and fugitives. In Kabul they 

were literally expelled by a few thousand men in slippers and turbans, and he has not done 

well in Damascus where – aided by Iran and Hezbollah, as well as by The Syrians – The 

Russians intervened and changed the dynamics of the war, disrupting Isis and all of 

NATO. Now the U.S. U.S. stealing oil from Syria, out of loyalty to its main feature. 

The pockets full of the same old ones 

Politics economically and militarily, the United States will not leave Ukraine from 

anyway. Monsanto (now Bayern) will remain the owner of the huge share of Ukrainian 

land gained virtually free. There was propaganda about the impact that the absence of 

wheat Ukrainian on the market would have in the African food crisis, But it was colossal 

fake news. Ukrainian crops are 95% destined for Europe, and only 5% to Africa. 

Otherwise nothing would have been heard nor anyone being alarmed. 

The Acquiring arable land was simple, certainly not a Noble memory for Ukrainian 

sovereignty. Monsanto took over the land, exploitation rights and even with financing 

international for production, which Ukraine demanded and the Americans cashed in. 

According to a parliamentary question from Die Linke in the Bundestag, there was a credit 

line of 17,000 million of dollars granted to Ukraine in 2014 by financial institutions led by 

the International Monetary Fund and the money went through Kiev to resume cultivation. 

If the Die Linke's accusations were true, we would find ourselves before the Paradox of a 

government that receives funds that it then gives to foreign companies to grab land in their 

country. 

The The same can be said of the 37 biological laboratories for warfare. bacteriological, 

open and managed by the army U.S. on Ukrainian soil. According to the Kremlin, the 

Pentagon has funded the modernization of at least sixty secret biological laboratories 
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along China's borders and Russian and Chinese Foreign Ministry claims to have data 

showing that Washington has under its control 336 laboratories in 30 States beyond 

national jurisdiction. 

Remember than gain-of-function experiments, i.e. studies to genetically modify an animal 

virus in order to make it a pathogen that can be transmitted from human to They have been 

banned in the United States since 2014. Hereupon Ukraine is a cuckoo's nest: for 

Americans the results From the experiments, for the Ukrainians the risks of a possible 

contamination. 

The Labs will remain firmly in U.S. hands, as will that the United States will be Ukraine's 

largest creditor, which will have than to spend eternity paying its debt to Washington for 

the arms supplies, which everyone pretends to believe are aid when in fact they are sales 

contracts. 

Have than to renounce, perhaps, the rich mines of the Donbass and the Hunter Biden's 

related business, who will go to smoke crack another part. After all, the interdiction power 

of the President Biden will no longer be what he was; The mid-term elections Mandate 

and his advanced insanity now relegate him to a merely representative. The same 

ridiculous Zelensky ceremony at the Congress, with the jubilation of the expired 

Democratic congressmen and The presence of only 70 of the 238 Republican senators was 

in In a way, Biden's swan song is more than the beginning of a New era. The antics about 

the Russian threat served mainly to support the huge increase in the budget for Military 

expenditures up to the stratospheric sum of 858,000 million dollars (even 45 billion more 

than he had requested! the White House!), an absolute record in U.S. history United that 

indicates the next war against China. 

Such Budget increase also seems to ignore the results of a internal audit, revealing that the 

Pentagon does not know where $6500 billion went to it, about 40% of your budget. 

Citizens' money 'disappeared in combat." 

And If the arms lobby is satisfied, the oil lobby It will be too. The war desired by the 

United States has achieved Its main result: the blocking of the trade association between 

Russia and Europe, the end of the energy supplies they allowed the development of EU 

countries, the cessation of activities financial and the rupture of political relations have 

occurred. The European dependence on Russia became dependence on States United and 

its liquefied gas, of low quantity, lower quality and higher price. 

Sign Peace and continuing with war 
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In This moment, continuing the war as it is, would not have In this sense, the desired 

results have already been achieved. Moscow is far from the West and increasingly 

anchored in the East. Pressure NATO's military over Russia would remain high, and even 

if peace agreements will include Crimea and Donbass as territories Russians, the result 

would be to put another 300 kilometers, very useful, between Moscow and the Ukrainian 

front line. The announced goodbye of Kiev to NATO could be replaced by the deadly 

embrace of the EU, so that the social dramas and the costs of re-establishing The 

Ukrainian economy would be borne by the Europeans. 

Continue a conventional war would place a huge burden on Washington and Brussels, 

with no chance of victory on the ground. By On the other hand, training, arming and 

funding neo-Nazi groups charged with continuing military actions, even after Reaching a 

peace agreement would cost little and yield a lot. A little bit as what was launched from 

2014 to 2022 with the Minsk, whose fulfillment was a joke, only served to Gain time to 

build the Ukrainian army, as he confessed candidly Angela Merkel. 

In the brains of the Pentagon and Langley a scenario is contemplated in that Ukraine is 

significantly reduced in size, thus creating A political-military current that does not 

recognize the agreements and chooses by way of conflict. This would create a model of 

war warfare of permanent guerrillas such as the Afghan mujahideen and the Chechens, 

who kept Moscow engaged militarily for years, with no other purpose than to weaken it 

and put it in a position to divert the resources of the war industry by directing it to the low-

intensity warfare, rather than conventional warfare and nuclear that worries the United 

States and the EU. 

Because As always happens after a deep-rooted conflict, peace does not It implies 

appeasement. Especially if the sponsors of the war They continue to fan the flames of 

terror. 

Rebelión has published this article with the permission of the author through a Creative 

Commons license, respecting his freedom to publish it in other sources. 
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